
Minutes PTA minutes 6/3/18 

 

Attendees 

Syreeta Chant 

Lucy Cook  

Ketta Webb 

Emily Flook 

Jess Dunne 

Vicky Milne 

Fran Denoon 

Kelly Pawsey 

Katie Steinlet 

Hannah Scaife 

 

Welcome from the Chair 

 

Lucy Cook - Chair -  reports on her meeting with  Becky Smith - Becky will take over the coordination of the 

Christmas wish lists. Becky would like a uniform sale ASAP and has said yes to an Easter event at the beginning of 

next term 

 

Jess Dunne - Treasurer - reports the account holds £1037.73. PTA .org membership has been paid. Chinese Dances 

accrued £276.60. £100 has been allocated to each class for Christmas wish lists. 

 

Kelly Pawsey - Secretary - Three quotes have been sought for leavers sweatshirts. The best is from Ethicstar at 

£436.20. The proposed design is in red with year six names on the back in an 18. They will feature the School, PTA  

and Revel logos and be joint funded by PTA and Revel. Mr Forrester has agreed they can be worn in the final term. 

Comments from year six parents have been invited (2 positive and 2 negative received). It is agreed that we will ask 

the class teacher to take a poll of the children’s preference between  tshirts and hoodies. If we proceed with sweatshirts 

letters will go out to parents to request size along with a sign up sheet for summer ice cream sales - all year sixes will 

be required to help at one of the summer ice cream sales to raise funds towards the sweatshirts. Separate voices to 

Revel and PTA to be requested. Vote to fund sweatshirts is passed unanimously. 

 

Easter Event 10/4/18 

Fairytale theme egg decorating competition - letter to go out before the end of term so the children ca;work on them 

over the holidays. Ketta suggests it could also be included in the homework sheets. 

Easter Egg hunt - discussion on last year’s ticket system. It is agreed to use a build a picture/word method this year. 

Craft 

Cakes and Easter biscuits 

 

Upcoming events 

Uniform sale Tues 13th March after school TBC. Aim to do one sale per term 

Books at Bedtime - reschedule for 15th, 22nd or another day that week. 

Propose - Teddy Bear picnic, new starters to be invited- May  

Ice cream sales - June and July every other week (year sixes to help) 

Propose - Beach party June 

Propose - School Fete - July (4-6pm on a Friday. Should we invite the wider community and new starters etc?) 

Fete: 

Emily to talk to photographer friend re. Family pics in the hall and the Fleur re. BBQ 

Cake stall - approach Old Dairy? 

Animals from Vicky 

Toy/ books/ comic stalls (involve older children) 

Scouts to run a stall/ activity? 

Snack a rat, stocks, hook a duck, lucky dip etc. 

Approach parents with inflatable/rides, ceramics, archery businesses etc 

Next meeting 17/4/18 

 

The Chair closes the meeting  

 

 


